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Welcome to Week #2
Week 1 of the Healthy Holiday Challenge is complete. Congratulations!

 We hope you are finding the daily prayers and survival tips helpful.  The daily
prayers are sent via Text to your mobile phone (subscribe here) and posted on
the private Facebook group (join the group).

Now that we have Thankgiving behind us, we continue our focus on staying
strong. We CAN do this with encouaragment from others and our focus on
placing Christ first.

Listen to Week 2 Scripture Verse to Music

THE LIVE IT TRACKER

The Live It Tracker is a tool by which you can keep a record of your nutrition and
physical activities as well as your spiritual disciplines. If you use it consistently,
research has shown that you will nd success faster, as well as maintain that
success!   Access the Live It Tracker >>

WEEKLY CHALLENGE:
No Worries TIP - THINK IDENTIFY PLAN

Think about your upcoming stressors.

Identify the situations (parties, food courts,
family gatherings, at home grazing) that make it

difficult for you to eat healthy.

Plan for staying on track in every situation. 

IN PROGRESS STORY - CYNTHIA RUCHTI
“And now, I’m perfect.” Nobody’s story ends that way. Mine doesn’t either. I’m still
very much a work in progress. The “Under Construction” sign is dented and
weathered, but it will never be removed.
Read more >>

HEALTHY HOLIDAY RECIPES

Turkey Salad with Chutney on Focaccia Green Salad with Apples & Walnut Dressing

Spicy Pickled Green Beans Open-Faced Turkey Sandwich with Apple
and Cheese
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